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Mind Monitor 

INTRODUCTION 

By using a ‘Mind Monitor’ you can track how you’re feeling on a, usually, weekly basis vs. identified indicators. By 
tracking how you’re feeling, you can avoid ‘bottling up’ concerns and frustrations. This, in turn, creates an opportunity 
to assess and manage those concerns etc before they manifest themselves as problems. Or worse, you become 
overwhelmed by them 

It’s important, when using it, that you set aside a time for a regular check-in using your Mind Monitor. It’s an activity 
you can complete on your own. Or supported by family, friends etc. At each check-in assess how you’re doing against 
each indicator. Use red, amber, green traffic lights or smiley faces. Also, assess how you’re feeling overall using the 
same measures 

Although it’s important to set aside a regular time for a Mind Monitor check-in, it’s not important to use it all the time. 
During periods of contentment, relaxation etc the Mind Monitor will most likely not be needed. So, don’t feel compelled 
to use the Mind Monitor all the time. Just remember that you can pick it up again when the going gets tougher 

IDENTIFYING YOUR INDICATORS 

Think back to periods when you were discontented, feeling stressed, lacked motivation or confidence, or were in some 
other way finding things tough. Then pinpoint the feelings, reactions, and thoughts you had during that time. Examples 
could be: 

 Lacking in energy 
 Poor sleep 
 Easily distracted or poor attention / concentration 
 Lack of motivation / feeling like there’s no point 
 Lack of inspiration 
 Tense and / or irritable 
 Avoiding / seeking more than your usual company of others 
 Dwelling or ruminating over recent events 
 General feelings of malaise, overwhelm or of not easily coping 

Once identified enter your indicators as row heading on your Mind Monitor 


